
 
 
 
 
 

AGRICULTURAL REVOLUTION (also called the Neolithic Revolution)  

 

Essential Question: What revolutions made the biggest impact of technology  

 and demography on people and the environment?  

 

Answer: Agricultural and Industrial Revolutions  

Paleolithic society - Economy and society of hunting and gathering peoples  

A. Economic life  

1. Prevented individuals from accumulating private property  

2. Lived an egalitarian existence  

3. Lived in small bands, about thirty to fifty members in each group  

B. Big game hunting with special tools and tactics  

C. Some permanent Paleolithic settlements, if area rich in resources  

The neolithic era and the transition to agriculture  

A. The origins of agriculture  

1. Neolithic era � new stone age; refined tools and agriculture  

a. From about twelve thousand to six thousand years ago  

b. Neolithic women began systematic cultivation of plants  

c. Neolithic men began to domesticate animals  

2. Early agriculture around 9000 B.C.E.  

a. Agriculture emerged independently in several parts of the world  

b. Merchants, migrants, and travelers spread food knowledge  

c. Slash-and-burn cultivation involved frequent movement of farmers  

d. Agriculture more work than hunting / gathering but steady, large  

 supply of food  

B. Early agricultural society; population explosion caused by surplus  

1. Emergence of villages and towns -- Mud huts and defensive walls  

2. Specialization of labor  

a. Neolithic site of Çatal Hüyük, eight thousand people  

b. Prehistoric craft industries: pottery, metallurgy, and textile  

 production  

3. Social distinctions, due to private land ownership  

C. Neolithic culture: calendars and life cycle deities  

E. Other forms of organizing human life continued  

1. pastoral / nomadic dependent on settled agricultural communities  

2. foraging societies most similar to gathering-hunting societies prior  

 to Neolithic period  

a. gathered foods a few hours two days a week (mostly done by women  

 with occasional help from children and men)  

b. caring for children under the age of three was a full-time  

 activity (mostly done by women with help from fathers)  

c. maintained tools, clothing and shelter; prepared food to eat =  

 four hours a day (mostly done by women)  

d. hunted large animals only every few weeks -- mostly set traps for  

 small animals near the settlement/village; no more than about  

 30% of the diet (children and women set traps; men and older  

 boys hunted larger animals)  

3. foraging and limited settled societies continued in Americas because  

 of the lack of domesticated animals  


